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TRODUCTI

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to examine the hypothesis

that the Occupational Level (CL) BCalC of the Strong Vocational

Interest Blank is related to academic success, easured by

sophomore grade point average, in the schools of engineering and

rl culture at Kansas State College,

Need for the Study

The use of achievement and aptitude tests to predict academic

success in college has been the subject of intensive psychological

research for sorrc tine. Recent research however, has failed to

brin.^ the desired Increase in the predictive efficiency of achieve-

ment and aptitude tests. Many writers and research people hare

attempted to attribute this failure to the presence of non-intel-

lectual traits, differ 1 motivation, variability of the cri-

terion, and y such nebulous and unmeasured factors (?) (9).

In lieu Of waic or achievement tests which approach near-

perfect prediction, many vocational and educational counselors

tend to "clinically" assign predictive values to tests and in-

dices which seem to be sampling traits that may logically be re-

lated tc academlo success. The Occupational Level Scale of the

Strong Vccaf Interest Blank, which is one attempt to q\ianti-



tatively measure one of those traits, falla Into the "clinical"

category because of lac!: of sufficient researol .

Recent research on the CI. 3cale has tended to support the

clinical feeling that it a low correlation with a r
- "c

aptitude and a positive relationship tc academic achievement as

measured by grade point average (9) (10).

Although it vaa felt that the area covered by these studies

was potentially a productive area of research, the writer would

question the use of broad generalised statements made in these

studies regardlr counseling of individunl students (see

section on Review of Related Research) and would believe that

many aspects of these studies should be investigated and quali-

fied or modified before they could be considered of positive value

to psy

For this reason the writer considered it Justifiable to

repeat the general research objective of these studies as a means

of testing the hypothesis of relationship in a different situation

and by a different method of statistical analysis. In this

manner the resul information would provide an additional basis

for generalization or limitation of generalisation*

There have been many criticisms of the U3e of statistical

analysis as applied to data usee" counseling the individual

student. The following quotation from He-oner (7, 191-2) is

illustrative of these criticis

While the statistical treatment of group data concerning
entering college students has certain values, ..., t^ese
values are definitely limited* especially in relation to
the individual student. Great reliance upon statistical



findings may lead to failure to vie-.; each Btudent as a
unique personality ' y of indivldu ' 1 con-
slden tlon. Prom this ;^oint of vie

,
eciflc analysis of

1" mres for irticu]
!:udent may provide valuable

lnfor '
' hts concerning his nature, achievements,

blalltles, and needs, .^The of this Investigation
sho1 f the tentially able students* as
Indicated by all th sures ly make un-
expectedly and mi rkedly inferior records in College* The
data also show that some students whom the criteria dis-
tinguish as of dly inferior promise and whose previous

llshments and adjustments are in agree etually
ttain col] record those expected. It

these observations that
"

n the need
(a) to vie ' distinct person, (b) to

work with hi- with all available knowledge, and (c) to

avoid t" feeling of contentment that c rith de-
pendence upon the general conclusions of statistical analysis.

The validity of many such criticises is recognized, but the

use of statistical analysis does not seen to he sufficient

Justification for ignoring or ellmli -ich quantify or

label the limitations which these criticisms point out.

REV I; RCH

Previous research related to this stud y be classified

into two general groups, The first group Is research related to

the prediction of success in professional schools of agriculture

and engineering. This group is of interest to this study only

as it provides background information. A survey which suited

this purpose "..'as the study by otuit and others, Predicting Success

In Professl n "--Pols (14). Appropriate excerpts fr is

publication have been re mded to include 30

local Btudies and. other research published since 19*9 in Appendix

les 9 and 10.



The second not of studies are those concerned with the

Occupational Level Bcale -

J
- V 1 Interest Blank,

This -or directly related to t\ of thia stud?

a reviewed
'

11.

3 first str oho re 7 I scale

to aa achievement waa done he author of the scale. In

this stud:/ Strong (13) divide* nta from the Graduate

ool of Business at Stanford University into four groupa on

the b- I over a year1
' . He found no signifi-

nt OL differences between his higheat and lowest quarters.

Strong pointed out thi t the restricted r of ability and grades

within t roup could well exolaln his failure to find any

differences.

In 1947 Kendall (9) conducted a study of thia same scale.

Kendall divided 300 Syr- University fr m into three enual

prouos distinguished by OL scores. One ntained students

with OL scores above 139; one contained students with OL scores

below 30; and the third represented thoee with scores in the

middle 25 percent of the freebjaan distribution.

These three groups, wl by covariance for academic

ability as measured by the Ohio State Peychological Exaaination

Foro 21, were found to differ in ac '"• Kendall

found that he could reject the null hypothesis of no significant

fference betwe nor oint ratio8 of these three t the

five percent level of confidence. Kendall concluded that extreme

scores on the OL aoale could be used when counseling students.



Another study similar to Kendall' s was one by Ostrom (10).

Ostrom' s research waa designed to study this same relationship

between OL scores and academic achievement and hia work was done

with the same group of freshman students at Syracuse University

that Kendall used for his study.

Ostrora divided the students into six crouds according to

their scores on the C3PE and the OL scale: 1. high 03PE and

high OL, 2, high OSPE and middle OL, 3. high C3PE and low OL,

4. low OSPE and high OL, 5. low OSPE and middle OL, 6. low OSPE

and low OL. Ostrom found by analysis of variance that OL score

and academic achievement were related at the one percent level

of confidence.

Ostrom (11) conducted a second study on the relationship of

the OL score to academic achievement. In this study he used a

group of 200 twelfth grade students. The ACE total row score

was used as a measure of academic aptitude. He found no signi-

ficant relationship between OL score and high school academic

grade average '."hen academic aptitude, as measured by the ACE total

score, was held constant.

Gustad (6) examined the relationship of the OL score to

aptitude as measured by the Q (quantitative) and L (linguistic)

scores of the ACE. In thla study he divided 217 college freshmen

into three groups: those students who had dominantly high Q scores,

those students who had dominantly hig" L scores, and those students

who had nearly equivalent Q and L scores. He then compared these

three groups on the basis of their occupational group scores and



their non-occupational scores on the Strong Vocational Interest

Blank. He concluded that the hypothesis "-vocational interests

are condi tinned bj different antitudes" was unsubstantiated in

his study. He did, however, find a significant correlation of

-.167 between OL scores and Q minus L scores of the dominant Q

group. He concluded that "the sign of this correlation indie tes

t there is a slight tendency for ' ;antly quantitative indi-

viduals to have somewhat lover OL scores."

Berdie (1) examined the relationship of the OL score t

currlculum satisfaction as measured by the questionnaire method,

and to honor point ratios for the first semester. Forty-three

freshmen were used for this study. It was concluded that there

was no significant relationship between OL score and either cri-

terion in this instance.

Strong (13) found that those persons who had occupational

interests characterized by a grade of A on the occupational

scales of the interest blank tended to fall at significantly

different mean points on the Occupational Level scale ranging

from lawyers at the top of the scale to general la borers at the

bottom. Strong concluded, however, t 1

' t "apparently individir

diagnosis is not eossible with this (the CL) scale because of

the very large deviation about the average of eaoh of these

groups #
"

To the writer's knowledge there hare been no other published

experimental studies which attempted to examine this aspect of

the OL scale. There have, however, been some so-called clinical

definitions of the scale (2) (9) (10).



Darley (2) states thst the scale Is a measure of level of

lratlon and, further, seeps to indlcrte the staying power of

college students. Kendall (9) states that the scale is generally

accepted by counselors to be a measure of motiv tlon. Both of

these generalized statements need to be examined further. The

present study was undertaken to provide evidence bearing upon

these formulations.

MATERIALS USED

The Strong Vocational Interest Blank anc'
! the American Council

on Education Psychological Examination (ACE) have been adminis-

tered to the students at Kansas State College as parts of the

freshman entrance 1 J since 194' .

The occupational level key of the Strong Vocational Inter-

est Blank is one of the three so-called non-occupational scales

on this t< st. This scale irically derived from the 400

items of the interest bl ad is defined by Strong (13) to

differentiate between orefeosional and business men "'t one ex-

treme and unskilled workmen • t the other.

On the basis of the previous research cited in Appendix

Tables 9 and 10, the ACE total raw score \ised in preference

to the Q, or L scores because of the diversity of academic inter-

ests within both the engineering and agriculture schools.

The s re "rade ooint average was defined and o ed

in the follow^ nner.

Number of hours eom leted and number of grade points each
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student received for each of his first f ~ur semesters in collr

or those accumulated up to the time he dropped from school, were

recorded. All transfers out of t jhools of engineering and

"i culture were Included in the to the time they

transferred out of the schools.

It was decided to consider any student who had enrolled and

carried at least 12 hours past the seventh week of the semester

as a student carryll full semester load* For the purposes of

this Study, freshman year was considered to be two such semesters

and soohomo re year was considered to be the second two such so

ters, without regard to the number of hcur3 the student failed or

passed.

Grade point ,• ~es were computed on the basis of A=»3» B«2,

C=l, D-0 and F= -1 for eaoh hour of credit carried. Hours en-

rolled in for the first two semesters were combined then divided

by grade points earned for the first two semesters to obtain the

fres'irr de point average. The same procedure was followed

for the second two semesters to obtain the sophomore grade point

aven . Therefore, the sophomore grade point average used was

a non-cumulative av<

T !CD3 OF DETERKIHIM9 POPULATIONS

In order to carry out this study and examine the relation

of the Occupational Level scale to grade point average i t the

second year level, holding academic aptitude ( assured by

ACS) constant, the research was limited to those students
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who entered Kansas Stf te College In 1948 and 1949. These two

filiations the only ones for which all d: ta ere avail-

le. The writer folt that it would be desirable If the groups

could bo combined, thus considerably increasing the sample size,

Followir; Lb objective, name, raw CL score, and ACE total raw

score for every student who enrolled in the School of Agriculture

in September 1
' .nd September 194-9 was recorded. T e

roster was made up for students enrolling in the School of Engi-

neering during the same two periods.

The records for students enrolling in Febn nd June of

these two years were not adequate and these student! were elimi-

nated. It was also necessary to eliminate from the final sample

students who had not taken both the ACE and the Strong Vocational

Interest Blanl .

Because equipment was not aTaliable to carry out all com

ti tions raw data, the writer felt it advisable to use a

grouped data method of commutation. ACE data were grouoed into

10-point intervals. This divided the data into l
n groups. The

OL raw scores -.ere grouped into 15-point intervals resulting in

19 groups. The grade point averages were grouped into intervals

of .25 of a grade point, resulting in 17 groups for these data.

The summary of the number of students who enrolled in each

school and in each year was recorded. The number of students

completing the freshman and sophomore years was also recorded.

The mean, standard deviation, and standard error vere com-

puted for each of the grouos by the short method demonstrated

by H . E. Garrett (5).
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The si r*y of these data which are the baa* 8 for all further

computations may be found in Appendix Tables 11, 12 and 13.

In all cases where critical ratios were uted the null

thesis of "no .

• Iflo at difference" was tested on the basis

of the "t" walues table given by Garrett (5), and the one percent

level of confidence was assumed as the criteria of significance

unless otherwise stated*

The writer recognized that the data in Tables 11, 12 and 13

indicated selective factors which affected the nature of this

group and it could b; r no means be considered a r roup*

The elimination of students who did not take the freshman test

battery and selection of those students completing the sophomore

year were essential to the purpose of the study* The writer,

evrr, recognized no selective factors which would have tended

to bias \ rtloular manner.

Of the 541 students who enrolled in the School of Agri-

culture in September 1948 and 1949, --cent vera eliminated

because of lne to data, 77 percent recc 3e point cre-

dit for t 'h h full semesters 51 percent received

je point credit for completing four full semesters* Of the

496 students who enrolled in th< ol of Engineering in Septem-

ber of 1948 :nd 1949, 3 percent were eliminated because of in-

complete data, p percent received grade point credit for com-

plete t full semesters and 62 percent received grade point

credit for completing four full semesters.
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Combination of 194° and 194? Samples

Critical ratios 'ere computed to determine ther 19AP

- 1940 samples could be combined for the purpose of this

study. The results of these computations are summarized in

Sable 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of ACE total scores, CL raw scores, and
grade point aver' pea of 1948 and 1949 eamplei,

: Difference : 3. E. if : Crltic-1
Population : in os : difference : rntio

ACE tot.°l raw score
students enrolling in

19^8 and completing four
semesters, and Ag students
enrolling in 194-9 and com-
pleting four semesters 1..65 2.66 .620

Eng students enrolling in
1948 and completing four
semesters, and Eng students
enrolling in 194 -

pleting four semesters '.7 2.65 .98

Occupational Level . raw r cores
Ag students enrolling in 1'

and completing four semes-
ters, and Ag students enrol-
ling in 1949 and completing
four semesters 3%75 5.80 .646

Eng students enrolling in
19''' leting four
semesters, and tudents
enrolling in 1949 ^nd cr •

-

n.oting four semesters .-°7 5.24 .166

Grade point average
Sophomore grnde point aver-
age of Ag students who en-
rolled in 1948, and sopho-
more r *nt average of Ag
students who enrolled in 1949 .09 .08 1.12

homo re grade point average
of Eng students who enrolled
in 1948, and sophomore rrade
point average of Eng students
who enrolled in 1949 .12 .078 1.54
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Assuming the one percent level of confidence as the basis

for rejecting or retaining the null hypothesis it waa assumed

that in all cases the two bi 3 were drawn fro:: the same

parent population and differed only in llr errors. It

therefore assumed that the two populations could be combined for

the purpose of this study.

Differences Between
Enrolling and Sophomore Peculations

Critical ratios between enrolling and sophomore papula-

tions were computed for the purpose of examining the possible

selectivity or variance of the distribution curves. The result

of those comparisons is summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Comparison of mean raw scores of the ACE and OL scale
of enrolling and sc more populations*

: Difference : 3. E. of I : Critical
Pooul" tion : ii ans : difference : : ratio

ACE Psycholorica.:L ExaminatJ.on
Students enrolling in lc

in Ag, and students enroll!
in 1946 in Ag and eompletit
four semesters 2.17 2.22 .98

Students enrolling in 1949
in Ag, and students enrolling
in 1949 in Ag and completing
four semesters 7.34 2.40 3.06**

Students enrolling In 1948
in Eng, and students en-
rolling in 1948 in Eng and
completing four semesters 2.2 2,16 1.02

Students enrolling in 194°
in Eng, and students en-
rolling in 194<~ in Eng and
completing four semesters 5.9 2.64 2.23*

Occupational Level
Students enrolling in l r

in nd students enrolling
in 1948 in Ag and completi
four se-esters .45 5.15 .09

Students enrolling in 1949
in Ag, and students enroll ing
in 1949 in Ag and completing
four semesters .15 4.92 .03

Students enrolling in 1948 in
Enr, and students enrolling
in 1948 in Eng and completing
four semesters 3.90 4.4 .89

Students enrolling in 1949 in
Eng, and :tudents enrolling
in 1949 in Eng and completing
four semesters .60 5. IP .1

•significant at the one percent level
* significant at the five percent level
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Although It waa r d that differences which might exist

between enrolling and sonhoinore populationa were measured by

using the larger number of students (those remaining In school

rather than those who dropped from school) for ooaparlson, it

was felt that this method would shed some light on the at ture of

the ACS and CL distributions. It was interesting to no 1b that

in both the School of Engineering and the School of Agriculture,

that p.n rt of the population which enrolled in 194-f changed tc a

much greater extent between enrollment and completion of the

sophomore year than did the populations enrolling in 194-8, with

the mean ACE total scores for 1948 above those for 194-9.

Accepting the one percent level of confidence as a basis for

rejection of the null hypothesis and the five percent level as

being of doubtful positive significance, it was concluded that

there was one case In which there was a significant difference

between ACE populations, one case of doubtful difference and two

en 3es in which the null hypothesis of no significant difference

could not be rejected.

From this it was inferred that at least in one instance there

was evidence of selective factors alterlr latlon differ-

ence and that correlations computed on th is of the r, ore

population mirht seen m "Her because of the narrower distri-

bution and smaller number of students.

In relation to the OL score distributions there was only one

instance in whic 1"1 the null hypothesis could be rejected st the

50 percent level of confidence. This lack of variability seemed
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to Indicate there little chance of a selective factor

related to staying power operatir this instance, at least

through the sophomore level. This conclusion would be in opposi-

tion to Barley* s (2) clinical Inference that a significant re-

lationship of t'is type exists.

Differences Between
Freshman and Sophomore Grade Point Averr

Table 3. Comparison of grade point aver res of freshman popu-
lations and sophomore lations.

Population
: Difference : 3. S, of : Critical
: in means : difference : ratio

4.00**

Grade point average
Freshman 98 of students
enrolling in Ag in 1948, and
soohomore grades of students
enrolling in Ag in 1948 ,28 .07

Freshman grades of students
enroll inf. in Ag in 1949, and
soohomore grrdes of students
enrolling in Ag in 1949 .35 .10

Freshman grades of students
enrolling in Sng in l? ;

i

r
, .~nd

sophomore grades of students
enrolling in Eng in 194P .59 .07

Freshman grades of students
enrolling in Eng in 1949, and
sophomore grades of students
enrolling in Eng in If . .10

3.5**

3**

.28

•significant °t the one percent level

On the basis of this data It was evident th t the null

hypothesis could be rejected at the one percent level of confi-

dence in three of the four cases. This indie- ted that the
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assumption of differences between freshman and sophomore grades

was valid and tended to support the use of sophomore grades as

a measure of academic achievement at a. level 'nore specialized

than the freshman level.

Differences Between Engineering
and Agriculture Distributions on All Three Variables

Table 4 is a summary of the results of data computed to

determine the advisability of treating total engineering and

'culture samples a3 separate populations or as two sub-popu-

lations from the same parent population.
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Table 4. Comparison of ACE, CL Int average of total
-"ineering and agri culture populations completing

four semesters.

: Difference : S. S. of : Critical
Population : in means : difference : ratio

ACE Psyc " Lc ] olnatlon
All Ag students enroll

'

in 194.° and 1949 and com-
pleting four semesters, and
all Eng students enrolling
in 1948 and 1949 and c -

pitting four semesters 12.4 1.85 6.70**

Occupational Level
11 Ag students enrollir

rid 19A9 and c -

pleting four semesters, and
all Eng students enrollinr
in 19 z'' and
pleting four semesters 4.73 3.84 1.23

Grace point average
tudents enrolling

in 1948 -nd 1949 and com-
pleting four semesters, and
all '-" students enrolling
in 1 nd 1949 and c -

pletin- four semesters .10 .056 1.76

**sirnifleant at one nercent level

It was evident from this summary that the assumption of a

difference between the means of the engineering and agriculture

student distributions was acceptable at the one percent level of

confidence only in the case of the ACE scores. It was felt that

this difference warrented treating the grouos as two distinct

populations to enable an investigation of the interrelationship

between the variables in the two different schools with the best

depree of accuracy.
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PROCEDURE

Pearson product nt corrections were computed for the

Lture b the engineerir sple to determine the

relation een ACE total raw scores and grade point averages,

between CL scores and grade ooint aver! - , and between OL

^ores and ACE total raw scores. This also provided necessary

Information for partial and multiple correlations. A linear

relationship i ied in all oases on t> is of inspection

of th btei rams.

The correlation between the freshman and sophomore grade

int averages of the agriculture populations was computed to

ine the degree to whic Vi the two group* were related in this

respect.

This was used as a 1 a of determining the variability

of the relationship of freshman to sonhomore grades in the two

schools.

These same correlations -'ere computed for the engineering-

student Le»

The "2" tost (12) to determine significance of differences

between correlations was c nputed to find whether the agriculture

and engineering correlations could be assumed to ccme fr x the

same parent populations and therefore combined*

In both th ering and agriculture si >les the multiple

correlations ere computed as a method of examin lether the

raw OL score added any predictive value beyond the zero order

correlation of ACE total raw score 1 3 int averag .



The z score values c multiple correlation and t :

largest zero order corre] I

' n were eomputt t score

aut to demonstrate th llficanoe or lack of signi-

ficance of the multiple correli ' over I arc order corre-

lation in each Instance,

rtial correlations of the three variables, and the pre-

dicts n equations' were worked out to choc': furth 3 relation

between OL raw score anc grade point i
total raw

score is nstant.

It then seeded practical to examine the OL distribution to

find whether some relationship other t linear one would in-

crease the predictive value of the OL scale. The correlation

ratio was computed to obtain an index of the linearity or non-

linearity of the 01, raw score distribute n, and an index of the

max: expected correlation between OL • rade point aver -c.

thod user scribed bj R. A. Fisher (A) . :'. Kendall

(8).

RESULT3

As a criterion by which to Judge the relative effective-

ness of 1 Le and partial correlation coefficients and

the degree of lnterre] ship of the two independent variables,

OL score and ACS total score, Pearson product t correlations

were computed. The results "re presented in Table 5.
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Table 5« Intercorrelations " ' ver-
bcores and raw total ."cores of those

nts c jstera In I schools of
ri culture and o 1 • '

.

: : Leant t 3 cant
: at 5 percent: at 1 percent

on : Correlation: level of : level of
;

: co" '"'.":.•: ce
i

: confidence
-

' of gri culture
C scores - le

point av . 53 yes yes

ACE scores and OL ,119 no no

OL scores arc grade
point .084 no no

Freshman e point
average ore so >homore
grade point avers ,78 yes yes

School of Engineering
ACE scores 'rode
point average .393 yes yes

ACE scoros I Ji yes yes

OL sec:, de
point ge .157 ye3 yes

Freshman grade point
avei Dmore

point
, 597 yes yes

It was evident from the Information in Table 5 thi t in the

School c »1 culture ~L score and the

other Wo varlaW xsint average, could not be

accepted os ccrrelationo tl uld not occur by chance. It

possible that if the scores had been regrouped afferent

interval-
- itedg the correlation Tight hove Changed in

either the direction of more significance or less significance.



It was felt that be of t"
' et it -. :abl to 1 -

' • ture of 1 ny con-

elusion: iced.

In T .11
t yet

significant, relational ' bet -en OL score and grade po int aver-

e In the School it Lneerlng and a correlation betv 3en CL

td AC'S that c- accepted with confidence.

A Test of Same or
Different Parent Fopulat Ions

Its of computations done in order to

examine I level of confidence Lt c be it

the preceding correlations were the a >arent ula-

tions.

of determinations of
n zero order correlations

nifleant
•

differences

: z factor for:
Population : agriculture :

: population :

z factor for:
engineering :

population :

t

value
Ag ACE and i'e point

»n re, and
oint o .37'- .42 ."135

Ag c:; • nd ol, and Eng ace
and OL .IP .458 5.72C:

Ag OL and >int aver*
nd grade

point .C .172 1.475

Ag frosv e point rye-r-
ag/- dore jrade

lnt avej , -nd Stag free! -

r-.c"e point average and
sc re grade point average 1.046 .r 3.172**

*' Lfleant at the one percent level
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On the basis of tv:e Information in Table 6 it wi iclttd*

at the one percent level of confidence, that although the linear

rol ':'
'

' etween OL scores an rade Lnt ' ni-

fleant in the ei I ring school. not in the School of Arrl-

culture, t diff • between these two correlations was net

at enough to conduce th t the two correlations were drai

from two different parent populations

«

Multiple and Partial Correlations

The data In Table 7 resulted fro- computations to determine

the predictive value of the OL score when academic aptltu

measured by the ACE old constant.

Table 7. Means, standard deviations and Pearson roduct moment
correlations between so le lnt avcrrfes,
OL scores '. CE total raw scores In the School of
rlculture*

Population : N
: (1)
: race point
: av s

r OL scores :

(3)
AC
scores

school of Agri-
culture 271 [»1*32 M2«1.63 "3=96.3

SD^-0. 66 3Dp=48 . 15 31^=21.74

^0-0.08 r13-0*353 ro3»O.H9

sed on dat< In Sable 7 the following information was com-

puted: 1. Partial coefficients of correlation:

^0^=0.045

r13.2-°.349

rr3.i=0 - ^
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2. Partial st cl deviations:

Sl^ 23*0*618

Mfe,l3*47.1$

303.12=20.23

3. Partial regression coefficients! »

b12#3=.0006

b13# o=.Cll

4. Regression equation:

1 - .0006 x2 / .on x
3 / I

5. Standard error of es1 be I

3D (est Xx ) = ,618

6. Coefficient of multiple correlation:

Rl{23) =.353

From the corn nutation of t by Snedecor's z factor metl od it

nrident that the partial cornel.- tion betv/oe 1 Le *oint

irage and occupation-! l level raw score, wltb academic altitude

as measured by the '.CS total raw score held constant, was not

significant at the five percent level of c- nfldence.

It also noted th t the multiple correlation on OL

score and ACE score with r it aver &s the de Lent

variable was not 1 an the product noment correlation be-

tween ACS total raw score an<"' r-rod.e point average.
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Table 8. ana, bandi rd deviations and Pearson product moms
correlations between ^ore grade point avenres,
OL scores, and A.CE total ri area in the School of
Engineerin .

Populntion
: (1) (')

: (3)
: N : grad lnt : CL scores : ACE

: ra.pes : • : scores
ehool of Engi-
neering 304 =1.22 =6.35 1^=108.7

GD^O.69 3D2=44.°5 3Dy=22.51

^0=0.157 r
13=0.393 rp3=0.428

Rased on the data in Table P the follovln Praatlon Wat

computed: 1. Partial coefficients of correlation

l

rl?.3
= -- 137

*X%»2* °»366

r23.1= °- 402

2. rtial standard deviation* 1

3D-, «.« 0.632

SD
2.13=59 - 43

3D-* -,0=1^.84

3. Partial regression coefficients:

b12.3
= -- 002

b.., n - 0.012

4. Regression equation:

%i
- -.002 x2 / toi2 x

3 / k

5. Standard error of estimate!

3D (estX-L) .632

6. Coefficient of multiple correlation:

Rl(^3)= .402
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By testinf the largest zero order correlation (.39 between

ACE score and 8 point average) against ' ultiple correl -

tion ,402 by Sncdoccr's z factor, it was concluded that there was

no significant difference between the two correlations at the five

percent level of confidence. It was evident fro--: the partial cor-

relation that while a significant zero order correlation existed

between CL score and grade point average in the engineering school,

the fret that V c p. rtial correlation is negative and not signifi-

cant at the five percent level of confidence indicates the major

portion of this relational wi accounted for by the ACE score

when both variables were used for multiple correlation.

The Correlation Ratio

The correlation ratio (eta) was eon uted between OL raw

scores and grade point average for students who had completed

four semesters in the School of Agriculture

It was found that while the product moment correlation was

only .084, tb lie for tbe correlation rati (eta), which was,

essentially the maximum expected correlntion, was .264. This

v-'lue for eta was considerably larger than the si'-^le corre-

lation and it might h.-^ve been assumed that what relationship ex-

isted might be better described by a non-linear relationship.

However, this difference from zero was not significant when

tested by ane lysis of variance (12).

It should be noted tV t eta squared equaled .07 indicating

t only seven percent of the variation in grade point

;sccir.ted with change in OL scores.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The retultfl of thla study cou^d not be compared directly

With the previous studies in the some area by Kendall and Cstrom,

The use of the ACE Instead of the 03PE might brine about signifi-

cant differences. The different methods used, also limited the

comparability of results. However* In 3uch general terms «s the

relationship of the OL score tc academic achievement with academic

aptitude held constant, general trends of the studies could be

compared.

In any general comparison of results of this study done with

Kansas State College engineering pn£ agriculture students with

other studies in the same area of interest, 11 essential

to recognire ovulation differences between the local norms and

Stronr's OL scale norms for college freshmen. The mean raw score

for Stanford freshmen waa slirhtly above 62, The mean raw "core

for Kan?a.s State freshman engineers was 4.61 and for Kansas State

agriculture freshmen, 1«80«

The means for both Kansas State College freshman groups fell

more than one standard deviation below Strong's Stanford norms.

T'ls fact in it<:elf introduces a variable which limits any e

parison of results. Inasmuch as no slfnifleant differences

were found between mean OL scores of enrolling freshman and

sonhomore distributions (the sophomore mean for ag was 1.63 and

for eng wa3 6.35) at Kansas State College, this same difference

was assumed to exist at the so^h^more level. It was significant

to note thrt the mean OL score for entering freshmen in the
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DOl of Agriculture was 1.4 and in the School of Engineering

vae 4*2, The fact that there is no significant difference be-

tweer the distributions of motoring freshmen and those students

corneletinp four semesters would seem to indicrte thnt these dnta

would not support Parley's clinlca] iptlon that the "CL score

seems to be related to at power,"

The purpose ef this study was to examine the hypothesis

that CL score was related to academic success after the c a»ple»

tion of four semesters. The zero order relationship between CL

score and SophoBOre grade ooint average in the engineering

school was ,157. This relationship was significant at the one

percent level of confidence.

The Pearson product moment correlation between these same

two variables in the School of Agriculture was .084. This re-

lationship cotild not be accepted as significant at the five per-

cent level of confidence.

The multiple correlation in the School of Engineering be-

tween CL rav: scores and sophomore grade point averages, holding

ACE total raw score constant, was .402. The zero order corre-

lation between ACE total raw scores and b ;rade point

average was .393. Testing the significance of the difference be-

tween these two correlations, it was found that no significant

difference between the two figures could be assumed. The partial

coefficient of correlation between CL score and so ohomore grade

point average holding ACE constant was -.137, Indicating that

the ACE score accounted for the predictive value of the CL score.
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These computations indicated that a relate nship 'between

OL score am J 1 is doubtful in this instance

and that the OL raw score adds no increment of significance to

the prediction of academic success, as measured by grade point

average and predicted by ACE total raw score, in the School of

Engineering at Kansas State College. This would indicate t
1

the CL score is of little value in this respect to the educational

counselor at Kansas State College,

The multiple correlation between CL raw score in the School

of Agriculture and i oro grade point averages, holding ACE

total raw score constant, was .353. The zero order correlation

between ACS total raw score and sophomore grade point average

was .353. This indicated, as was expected, that in this in-

stance the CL score, when used as linear predictor of success

in the School of Agriculture at Kansas State College, adds no-

thing to the prediction of academic success as measured by grade

point average.

To examine the possibility that correlations based on a

non-linear assumption would better describe the relationship be-

tween OL scores and grade point averages, the Lter, by visual

examination, pic-red the soattergx lch seemed to offer the

best possibility of curvilinear relationship for examination by

means of correlation ratio (eta).

The distribution of OL raw scores for students who completed

four semesters in the School of Agriculture had a correlation

ratio of .264 with sophomore grade ooint average, which was
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essentially the maximum expected correlation. Inasmuch as t
1

Is

value for eta uch larger zero order correlation of

,084, it would see- tl t relationship existed might better

have been represented by a non-linear relationship. The differ-

ence between these two values j however, when tested by analysis

of variance, was not significant.

The fact that eta squared equalled .07 indicated that only

seven percent of the variation in grade point avers s asso-

ciated with change in OL raw score. Therefore, we could not ex-

pect to find a large oredictlve relationship between OL score and

grade point average in this instance. On the basis of this ex

nation it was felt that expectation of significant differences

between the zero order correlation an:" the correlation ratio in

the School of Engineering was unreasonable and that what rela-

tionship existed between the two variables could be assumed to

be linear.

The writer realised that by regrouping these scores and

recomputing values, it was possible that higher or lower corre-

lations might have been found. However, it was felt that the

trend of the present data Indicated that the OL score was of

little value for predicting success in either the engineering or

agriculture school at Kansas State College when used for mult'

correlation prediction or when holding or ruling out ACE total

raw score values.
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3UC SEARCH

The differences between Kansas State College norms and

Strong-'s Stanford norms on the CI scale is probably the moat

outstanding point to appear In the research for this paper

.

The writer is aware that the Kansas State College norms and

Kansas University norms are subri lly in agreement, A

study of these differences would be Lgnifleant contribution

to our knowledge of the Strong Vocational Interest Bis

A follow-up study of engineering and agriculture grouos

using those students completing the four-yen r curriculums ml

lend Itself to more significant results by holding ability con-

stant and comparing the surviving population with the drop-out

ulation by year.
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Table 9 A luminary of coefficients of correlation showing the
relationship between certain .redictive indices and
success as -ensured by grades in engineering training.

Source : Predictive Index : Criterion : N : r

;h s ihool records

•3 Percentile rank, hi
school class

First year he nor
ooint ratio 154 .56

*8 Rank in high school
class

Flr3t semester
rades 132 .60

no Total ' school aver-
se

First year aver-
age .50

#20 Decilo rani", high school
dusting class

First semester
grades 215 .58

#12 High school average Second year aver-
age (a) .42

(mdn)

Between introductory and advanced
stages of engineering training

*7 First semester average Four year grade
point average 104 .91

1 First year overage Four year grade
point aver- 73 .85

*36 First year honor point
rrtio

Honor point aver-
age for all
courses taken
beyond first
year 107 .61

Scholastic aptitude test scores

•7 Thorndlke Intelligence
•xamlnation

Four year grade
point average (b) .43

*8 ACE Psychological Bxami-
nation

First semester
grades 333 .52

•12 ACS Psychologieal Exami-
nation

First year
average 328 .47



Table 9. (cent. )
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Source- Predictive Index Criterion N

•32

12

A

•12

*29

*12

*29

B

ACE Psychological Exami-
nation

ACE Psychological Examl-
nation

ACE Psychological Exami-
nation

First semester
grades

Second year
averr

First year
avers

252

215

204

Subject natter areas

Iov ce-p.ent Examina-
tion! Mathematics Test

Cooperative Mathematics
Test

Cooperative English
Test

Cooperative English
Test

Cooperative English
Test

Second year
averr

Second year
average

Second year
average

ond year
average

First year
averr

Special aptitude test scores

.47

.34

.43

(c) .36

4,900 .52

(d) .20

4,900 .37

249 .41

*7 Revised Mlnnesot sr
Form Board Test

Four year grade
point aver' 104 A3

*34 Yale Scholastic Apti-
tude Test: Spatial
VIsnailsin

First year grade
point av 643 .31

*26 Thurston-Jones Sketch-
ing Test

First year aver-
age 132 .31

*26 Thurston-Jones Card
TC3t

First year aver-
ts 132 .33

#7 O'Connor Wlggly Blc Four year grade
point aver; 104 .27
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Tafcl- . (cent.)

Source

•
•

: Predictive Index

•
•

: Criterion
•
1

: N : r

*6 ineering and Pnysi-
1 Science Aptitude

Test

Interest

Final lee, 5
introductory
engineering sub-
jects, summer
session

tests

ir c .73

*3 Stronr Vocational Inter-
est 'Test for Men, Re-
vised: Engineering Key

First year honor
point ratio 154 .13

*9 Strong Vocational Inter-
est Test for Hen, Re-
vised: Engineering Key First ye- ; r grade! 270 .18

•19 Stronr Vocational Inter-
est Test for Men, Re-
vised: Engineering Key First year grades .32

•20 Stronr Vocational Inter-
est Test for Men, Re-
vised: Engineering Key

First year grade
point average 229 .23

*20 Stronr Vocational Inter-
est Test for Men, Re-
vised: M) thematlcian
Key

First ye
point aver- 229 . 23

*20 Strong Vocational Inter-
est "Test for Men, Re-
vised: Chemist Key

First ye- r
point aver: 229 .33

*7

Multiple correlati

Columbia Research Bureau
Chemistry Test, Physics
Test, Algebra Test, end
Plane Geometry Test

:>n coefficients

Four year grade
point a.v (b)

R

.58



Table 9. (conol.)

• •
• •

Source : Predictive Index : Criterion
• »

: N : R

*7 Thorndike Intelligence
Examination for HJ

School Graduates, Colum-
bia Research Bureau
Algebra Test, Cox 1

-

chanicml Aptitude ""ocels,
anc .'inr,e3ota Interest Four year grade

•

Analysis Blank point aver- (b) .59

•13 Iova High School Content
Examination, Iowa Silent
Reading Test, Iowa Pl-ce-

t Examination Series:
e-aatics Aptitude

Test, English Training Four year grade
Test point aver- 9S .77

*24 ACE Paya exami-
nation 1 Cooperative First year grade
English Test 3F3 .57

*28 ACE Psyc ical Exami-
nation, Purdue Place-
ment Test in Engl if

,

Io cedent Exa^ina- First semester
tion Series: fatheaatiOB grade point
Training Test 1,113 .72

*28 ACE Psychological Exami-
nation, Iowa PI) cement
Exa inatlon Series: First semester

mics Training gr mint
Test aver-' 1,113 .72

- Source num 'ofers to D. B. Stuit ar others, Pred i cting
Success in Professional Schools.

(a) Three groups used, 139 to 214
(b) Ns nged from 77 to 160; median 127
(c) Three '-rouos used, Ns ranged from 134 to 214
(d) Fi used, Ns ranged from 192 to 298
A By the writer, Kansas 3tate College, 1950.
B Sib ith, . 3., Unpublished study, Kansas State College, 1948.
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ble " of a survey of research related to the pre-
l of success In professional schools of agri-

oulture,

Sourc e : Predictive In:
n
e:c : Criterion : N : r

Hi:' ool records

*7 High school percentile First year honor
point ratio 68 .46

*7 High school percentile
rank

First honor
point ratio 162 .50

15 Hi^h school percentile
ik

Soihomore honor
point ratio, ncn-
curiulntlve 40 .54

•15 High school percentile
rank

no re honor
point ratio,
accumulative 4o .72

«7 High school percentile
nk

Tv:o year honor
noint ratio 70 .53

•22 High school average First grade
point aver- 60 .66

Scholastic aptitude test scores

Ohio State University
Psycholorical Test

Cumulative point-
hour ratio of
last record 120 .54

5 Oh:" State University
Psycholorical Test'

Cumulative point-
hour ratio of
last record 24 .36

*22 Ohio State University
Psychological Test

First ye,?r grade
point avert 60 .35

26 ACS - i,l

Examination
First year aver-
age .42

A ACE Psychologies
'.nation

First semester
grade point

srage 224 .56
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Tabic 10. (cent. )

Source : Predictive Index

•
•

: Criterion
•
*

: N : r

A ACE Psychological
Examination, Q, Score

First semester
olnt

224 .49

A ACE Psy<
Sxa ination, L Score

First semester
grade point
average 224 .53

*26 ACE Psychological
Examination

Second year aver-
e .33

*1<° ACE Psychological
Examination

First Tear grade
point avert 199 .34

*24 ACE Psychological
Ex ' tion

Three year honor
point ratio 49 .36

Scientific! Information test

*7 Johnson Science Ampli-
cation Test

First year honor
point ratio 162 .50

•7 Johnson Science I-
cation Test

First year honor
point ratio 68 .54

*7 Johnson Science Appli-
cation Test

Mathematics

Two year honor
point ratio

tests

68 .50

•18 Cooperr tive Mathematics
Test, Form P

First year grade-
point ratio 199 .27

*7 Cooperative Algebra Test First year honor-
point ratio 68 .42

*7 Cooperative Algebra Test First year honor-
point ratio 162 .45

•K-y Cooperative Algebra Test TV-- rear honor
oint ratio 70 .46
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Source Predictive Index Criterion II

*22

*5

7

•18

*22

*22

*22

Strong Vocational Interest Ble

Former Key Freshman grade
point av

Subject natter areas

Cooperative English Test First year gr
point average

iltlple correlation coefficients

Ohio State Psychological
Test, Entrance Board*

a

estimate of high school
record

High school percentile
rank, Johnson Science

>lication Test

ACE Psychological Exami-
nation, Cooperative
English Test, Form or,
Coop erative Mathe-
matics Test Form P

PE. Strong Vocational
Interest Blank for Men
(Farmer Ke* r

)

OSPE, Strong Vocational
Interest Blank for Ken
(Farmer Key) , hi
school average

Strong Vocational Inter-
est Blank for Ken (Far-
mer Key) ,

' Igh achool

Cumulative ooint
hour ratio of
test record

Freshman honor-
point ratio

Freshman point
average ratio

Freshman
point aver-

Freshman grade
point average

Freshman grn

point av

60

306

120

68

199

60

60

60

.22

.44

R

,59

.60

.41

.41

.67

65

• Source numbers refer to D. B. Stult and others, Predicting.

Sii.ccess in Professional Schools ,

A By the vriter, Kansas State College, 1950
B Smith, E. 3., Unpublished Study, Kansas State College, 1948.
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PURI03E ANE

The purpose of this study waa to examine the hypothesis

that the C ecu optional Level scale of the Strong Vocational Interest

Blank is related to academic success, as measured "by sophomore

grade point average, in the schools of engineering and agri-

culture at Kansas State College.

Because of the acceptance of the OL scale by many clinical

and educational counselors as a measure of "level of aspiration"

and "motivation" related to academic success, and because of the

conflicting research reports related to this scale, the writer

considered further research justifiable as a means of providing

additional bases for generalization or limitation of generali-

zation about use of the OL scale in educational counseling at

Kansas State College.

PROCEDURES AND FINDINGS

Determining Populations

Strong Vocational Interest Blank and ACE Psychological

Examinati-n scores of students enrolling in engineering and

agriculture in September 1948 and September 1949 were obtained

from Counseling Bureau records. Students with incomplete test

records were eliminated, and those transferring out of the two

ools were retained in the sample only up to the time of

transfer.

Non-c - live freshman and sophomore grade point averages

were obtained from the records of the college registrar.



Critical ratloa were ited between students entering

colic- re in 1948 and those entering in 1949 on the basis of ACE

total row scores, CL raw scores and non~cumulative soohomore

grade noint averages. No sipnlficant differences were found at

the five percent level of confidence for any of the three vari-

ables and it was assumed valid to combine tho two populations.

The resultant sophomore as were 271 students in the School

of Agriculture and 304 in the School of Engineering.

Critical ratios were computed between enrolling and sopho-

more nopulations on the basis of CL :core and ACE score as a

means of determining whether these scores were related to staying

power in the two schools. Critical ratloa of 3.06 and 2.23 in

tb' "culture am' Lneerlng schools respectively, on the

basis of mean ACE scores, indicated significant differences

the one and five percent levels of confidence. On the basis of

mean OL scores no significant differences were found.

Significant differences were found between freshman and

sophomore le point in both schools. Cn this basis

it was assumed justifiable to use the soohomore average aa a

measure of acade-ic achievement more specialized than at the

freshman level.

Critical ratloa computed between agriculture and engineering

populations indicated that a significant difference between mean

ACE scores was the only basis on which the two school populations

could be assumed to be drawn from different parent population**



Determining Results

In the School of Engineering, zero order correlations of

• 393 between ACE total raw score and s rade point aver-

age, and .157 between OL rs re and grade point average were

found. Both of these correlations were significant at the one

percent level of confidence.

In tho School of Agriculture, a correlation of ,353 was

found between ACE score and grade point average, significant

at tho one percent level of confidence. A correlation of .084

between OL score and grade point aver- not significant at

the five percent level of confidence.

Using- Snedecor's z factor method to deter 3 ne whether

these correlations in tb t schools wore drawn from different

parent populations, it was concluded that the assumption of

different parent populations could not be made.

Computation of multiple correlation Indicated that the OL

score added no significant increment of predictive value to the

ro order correlation between ACE score and soph- more grace

point average in either school.

The partial correlation showed no significant relation-

ship between OL score and sophomore grade point average in either

school. A partial correlation of -.137 in the engineering school

indicated that the ACE score accounted for most of the zero order

predictive value of the OL score.

Inspection of seattergrs us indicated that the relati nship

between OL score and soph" more grade point average in the School



of Agri culture might better be described by a non-liner r relation-

ship. The correlation ratio wan computed to investigate this

possibility.

The computed correlation ratio (eta) of ,26-' sumed to

be the maximum expected correlation. T 1 ugh much larger than the

zero order correlation, when tested nalysls of variance, the

difference from zero was not significant. It should he ncted

that eta squared indicated that only seven percent of the vari-

ation in grade point average was associated with change in OL

3 co re.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis cf this study, it was concluded that in this

instance:

1. A small but significant zero order relationship existed

between OL score an homora grade point average in the School

of Engineering. However, when ACE was ruled our or held constant

by multiple or partial correlation, the hypothesis of nifi-

cant relationship was not supported,

2. In the School of Agriculture, assuming the five percent

level of confidence as the criteria of significance,

a. zero order correlation indicated no significant re-

•
ionship between raw OL scores and. non- cumulative sophomore

int average,

b » "ttltj rtial correlations indicted no signi-

ficant relationship between raw OL score and non- cumulative sopho-



more grade point ever- ICE tot: .- scor held con-

stant or ruled out.

c. The eritieal ratio indicated no significant non-

linear relationship between CL raw score and non- cumulative

sophomore grade oolnt average,

3. The data would not support Darley's clinical assumption

that CL score is related to staying power in college.

A. The data would not indicate that the CL score signifi-

cantly differentiates between agriculture and engineering students

at Kansas State College.

5. Because in both the engineering an iculture schools

at Kansas State College, the mean CL scores fall more than one

standard deviation below Strong's Stanford freshman norms, the

writer would be dubious of any comparison made between results

of this Study and any other study computed on the basis of non-

Kansas State populations.


